Year 4
Frozen Kingdom
(Autumn 2)
Stunning start:
Items in the
classroom have
been frozen –
how has this
happened? How
will we melt
them?

Key Texts
The Last Polar
Bears by Harry
Horse
Ice Bear by Nicola
Davies
Shackleton’s
Journey by
William Grill
Various poems
about icy
mountains.

Literacy

Explore poems
about snow and icy
mountains.
Children to write
their own.
Narrative writing
using the text ‘The
Last Polar Bear’ by
Harry Horse.
Children to tell
their own version
of the story
through a different
character’s
viewpoint in a
series of diaries,
letters, text
messages and
emails.
Focus on:
Descriptive writing.
Non-fiction –
Information sheet
about Polar Bears
using the text ‘Ice
Bear’ by Nicola
Davies:
Children to
research about
polar bears and
their relationship
with the Inuit
people. What are
the dangers for

Science

Electricity
How electricity was
discovered.
Identify home
appliances that use
electricity.
How to stay safe
when using
electricity.
Construct circuits
and create pictorial
circuits.
Investigate
switches.

Geography/
History

Art/DT

Globes, maps,
atlases and
google earth to
plot a journey
from Aberdeen,
Scotland to the
North Pole. Note
landmarks they
would pass and
the oceans and
seas they would
sail through.

Art
Using blending
techniques with
paint to create
mountain ranges
on wooden discs.

Arctic and
Antarctic circle:
animals and
survival.

Computing

RE

PE

PSHE

Music
MFL

Sugar cube art –
ice sculpture e.g.
igloo.

DT (Food Tech)
Food for survival
– what are the
basic necessities
people need in
order to survive?

Slab and powder
avalanches.
Mountains and
mountain ranges.
Climate zones.
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No appropriate
links to Frozen
Kingdom.
Computer
etiquette
Choose and set
a secure
password when
using a website.
Evaluate the
digital media I
use and tell you
how reliable it
is.
Explain how to
stay safe online.
Tell you what I
should do if I
see something
online which
upsets me.
Recognise
acceptable and
unacceptable
behaviour when
using
technology.

No
appropriate
links to Frozen
Kingdom.

Understandin
g Christianity.
Gospel
Explore how
Christians are
making the
kind of world
Jesus wanted.
Loving your
God, your
neighbour and
putting others
first.
Showing
forgiveness to
all.

Hockey
Focus on
skills, such as
possession of
the ball;
attacking
tactics;
sending,
receiving and
dribbling a ball
and children
will
understand
about playing
fairly and
keeping to the
rules.
Gymnastics
Children will
create more
complex
sequences,
learning a
wider range of
travelling
actions and
include the
use of
pathways.
They will
develop more
advanced
actions and
explore ways
to include
apparatus.

Jigsaw
Celebrating
difference.

Music
Charanga:
All learning
is focused
around a
soul/gospel
Song by Bill
Withers,
‘Lean on
Me’. Skills
focus on
singing and
playing
instruments.
MFL
Numbers,
colours and
animals in
Spanish.

polar bears?
Create a double
spread information
sheet about polar
bears.
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